


Creation of the Vacant Judgeship 

Until the filling of the judicial vacancy, the Court will create a new 
docket, referred to as the "Vacant Judgeship"'or "VAC." All new civil 
matters will be assigned to CFC, RGA, MN, or V AC. 

Docketing in all VAC matters will be handled by Neil, 
(302) 573-6003, and Elizabeth, (302) 573-4538.

Changes in Court-Sponsored Alternative Dispute Resolution 

Because the new procedures will result in significant burdens on our 
Magistrate Judges, during the vacancy, cases will not be automatically 
referred to a Magistrate Judge for alternative dispute resolution. Other than 
in a few, exceptional cases that are currently pending before the Court, 
Magistrate Judges will not engage in mediations in patent and securities 
cases. {The Court will notify the parties in such exceptional cases to inform 
them that a Magistrate Judge will continue to mediate the case.) 

If requested by the parties in a case that is neither a patent nor a 
securities case, a Magistrate Judge may at the Court's discretion mediate the 
case. 

Other than mediations in bankruptcy appeals or unless specifically 
directed otherwise by the Court, all referrals to Magistrate Judges for 
alternative dispute resolution will be vacated, and all currently scheduled 
mediations will be canceled. 

New Cases Assigned to the Vacant Judgeship 

Required Notification of Consent or Absence of Consent 

For new cases assigned to VAC, within 60 days of service of the 
Complaint on at least one defendant, the parties shall notify the 
Court that they either ( 1) have reached an agreement to consent to 
the handling of the case by a Magistrate Judge to be selected by the 
Court, (2) have reached an agreement to consent to the handling of 
the case by a Magistrate Judge of the parties' choosing, or (3) have 
been unable to agree to consent to the handling of the case by a 
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